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Westwood, MA Tighe & Bond, a Northeastern leader in engineering and environmental consulting,
relocated into a larger office suite at its Eastern Mass. location. The new space at One University
Ave. (Suite 100) is adjacent to Tighe & Bond’s former office in the same building and allows the firm
to keep pace with staffing growth aimed at better serving Eastern Massachusetts and greater
Boston area clients.

Tighe & Bond opened its original 4,800 s/f workplace in July of 2015. Staffed initially with a team of
six, Tighe & Bond’s workforce at this location has grown to 30 employees in less than three years.
The firm’s new 11,000 s/f office will support further growth and can accommodate 58 employees.
The new space also offers a more collaborative working environment, conference rooms, and
expanded video conferencing capabilities.

“Having an office in Westwood has allowed Tighe & Bond to respond more readily to our Eastern
Massachusetts and Greater Boston area clients. It is important that this office can also
accommodate continued growth in both staff and services. By expanding our engineering,
environmental and GIS consulting capabilities in Westwood, we can continue providing streamlined
and efficient services to Eastern Massachusetts clients,” says Tighe & Bond’s President and CEO,
David Pinsky. “As we continue growing our business, we also look forward to tapping deeper into
the talented work force available in this area,” he adds.

In addition to better serving its Eastern Massachusetts clients, Tighe & Bond is continuing its plan
for geographic growth to further reinforce its position as a Northeast leader in engineering and
environmental services. The firm recently opened a new office in Providence, Rhode Island, which is
also close to its broad base of Southeastern Massachusetts clients.  
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